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INTRODUCTION
Manufacturers seeking reimbursement from publicly funded drug plans submit a drug submission to the Common Drug Review (CDR). This includes clinical data and a pharmacoeconomic evaluation (PE) which is assessed by clinical and economic teams. Clinical and pharmacoeconomic reports are used by the Canadian Drug Expert Committee (CDEC) in their deliberations, which could result in a “do not list”, “list with criteria” or “list” formulary listing recommendation (FLR). Given growing financial constraints, the need to economic information to inform FLR decision makers is critical. Therefore, understanding the quality and limitations with regards to economic submissions can assist FLR decision makers. This report focuses on the development and piloting of a PE appraisal instrument.

OBJECTIVES
To develop an instrument for assessing the quality of PEs in terms of adherence to guidelines, methodological quality and transparency of reporting, and use of indirect treatment comparisons.

METHODS
An existing PE appraisal instrument was updated using a quality assessment framework (QAF). A literature review was conducted to identify additional key factors affecting methodological quality. Modifications to the tool were made upon consensus. The instrument was piloted by three investigators using 29 selected PEs and accompanying pharmacoeconomic reports. A pooled kappa statistic was calculated. The instrument was evaluated by identifying items met from QAF and comparing it to four highly-recognised appraisal tools.

RESULTS
This tool includes 69 multiple-choice and short answer questions and covers: economic evaluation details, quality of pharmacoeconomic submissions, and use of pharmacoeconomic information by CDEC. The kappa statistic indicates substantial agreement [0.72(0.67–0.77)]. The tool fulfills all dimensions of QAF and is at least as comprehensive as other published appraisal instruments.

CONCLUSIONS
The steps in developing this PE quality appraisal instrument involved: quality assessment framework, literature review, draft tool, pretesting, re-drafted instrument, inter-rater reliability testing, and final instrument. Although this tool was created to examine PEs submitted to CDR, components of this instrument can be used beyond the realm of CDR PE assessments. Its practicality, reliability and parity to other appraisal tools demonstrate its potential application in the development and appraisal of PEs.